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AUSTRALIA:
THE BIG POLLUTER
Anna Pha
Australia is the world’s largest gas and
coal exporter. There are currently 114
new or expanded fossil fuel projects
awaiting approval. In 2021-22, governments in Australia subsidised fossil
fuels to the tune of $11.6 billion.
Labor’s legislated forty-three per cent
target is an improvement on the Coalition’s
twenty-six to twenty-eight per cent but falls
far short of what the science calls for. Labor
shows no sign of halting the opening of new
mines or other fossil fuel projects. Instead,
it seems to be relying on the yet unproven
commercial scale carbon capture and storage.
Climate change is taking its toll.
The latest in a succession of devastating
floods has seen thousands of homes, businesses, and farms inundated with water.
Rivers and dams have burst their banks,
streets have become gushing rivers, and
water-logged farmland have become lakes.
Following closely behind the previous inundations, the water has nowhere to go.
La Niña is the latest in a series of extreme
weather events with the eastern states of Australia experiencing a succession of drought,
horrific bush fires, and now flooding. People,
wildlife, natural habitat, and Indigenous
cultural sites have been aﬀected.
Thousands of people have been displaced,
some still homeless from earlier flooding.
Relief has been slow coming, if at all. Disaster
payments on oﬀer are insuﬃcient. Those who
lost everything should be entitled to a buyback of land or full assessment of what can be
done to prevent flooding before rebuilding.
Town planners and developers have a lot
to answer for. Many of these homes should
never have been built where they are. Successive governments are also largely responsible
for not taking the decisive and urgent action
required to tackle climate change.
The phasing out of fossil fuels cannot
wait. Nor can the implementation of adaption and mitigation measures.

GLOBAL CRISIS
Climate change is having a devastating
eﬀect on all continents of the globe.
Kenya, Nigeria, Ethiopia, and Somalia
are facing the worst food crisis seen in forty
years. In Somalia alone, seven million people
are on the brink of famine, with growing
numbers of children already dying. This is
a direct result of climate change (drought),
as well as rising food prices, and in some
instances ongoing conflict.
Last month saw Pakistan hit by extensive flooding taking more than 1,350 lives
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The Premier coal mine, Collie, Western Australia. Photo: Calistemon – commons.wikimedia.org (CC BY-SA 4.0)

and disrupting the lives of thirty-million
people. The floods were caused by record
monsoonal rains and glacier melt in the
northern mountains – all attributed to
climate change. Floods and landslides in
India, triggered by intense monsoon rain,
aﬀected close to 800,000 people, disrupting
electricity and water supplies and damaging
infrastructure.
In Zhengzhou, China, record rains
resulted in extensive flooding causing mudslides, turning streets into rivers, aﬀecting
farmland, flooding part of the subway and
taking close to 300 lives and displacing 1.4
million people.
Hurricane Ian flattened much of western
Cuba and then moved on to the US continent
to Florida and South Carolina doing untold
damage and with loss of life.
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In 2021, floods in Western Europe cost
more than 200 lives.

ACTION
State and federal governments have a
responsibility for the well-being of those
aﬀected by the floods and other extreme
weather events. Developers with governments in their pockets, and the authorities
who approved the building of towns on flood
plains should be held accountable.
Immediate action is required to rehouse
those who cannot return to their homes.
Rebuilding or repairing damage without
further measures will not provide protection against further extreme weather events.
Planning is required along with engineering- and science-based adaptation and mitigation to cope with extreme weather events.
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Victoria underwater,
but Flemington dry

There are alternative means to deal with
the crisis being developed. China, for example, is developing “sponge cities” as a means
to prevent flooding, promote biodiversity, and
cut emissions. In contrast to “grey cities” with
their sealed surfaces, dams, concrete levees,
“sponge cities” allow for the absorption of
water during high downfalls of rain and its
release in times of drought.
They are a nature-based development
of urban areas with abundant natural areas
such as trees, lakes, artificial wetlands, and
parks, along with permeable surfaces where
the water falls through to urban drainage
systems and is kept.
Continued on page 3
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END
FOSSIL FUELS!
It appears as though climate action has a
new, unlikely support from Santos CEO Kevin
Gallagher!
Speaking to an Australian business community event in London, Gallagher spoke
about the energy crisis gripping Europe.
According to him, the Ukrainian-Russian
conflict — which has seen Ukraine become
upset over Russia circumventing the state
with its new pipeline — merely added to an
incredibly serious energy problem in Europe,
stating: “The supply constraints we’re seeing
were already being felt prior to the Russian
invasion […]. […] While the war in Ukraine
has inflamed the issue, the structural and
policy issues were there long before the war
began.”
Leaving aside Gallagher’s downplaying of
the role the conflict has had on European
energy supplies, Gallagher believes that the
situation in Europe is a reason why we need
be careful about our transitions, particularly
how we transition, further stating:
“we need investment in both new supply to
support our existing energy system as well as
the decarbonisation projects that will enable
an orderly transition, rather than the chaos
we are seeing today. And to all those people
who call for an end to fossil fuels – they are
just adding to the problem, as that’s only going
to delay decarbonisation. The future must be
about decarbonisation, not de-fossilisation.”
In other words: “We need to continue destroying the environment to dig up bones
to turn into a slightly lower carbon dioxide
emissions” — absolutely genius idea!
What makes this an even more genius idea
is how terrible Carbon Capture and Storage
(CCS) — the process by which gas would be delivered — has been, particularly in Australia.
Chevron’s Gorgon CCS project in Western
Australia has been a colossal failure, by its
own admission in its latest environmental
report falling short of capturing and storing eighty per cent of CO2 produced. This is
particularly embarrassing given “that Gorgon
involves literally the simplest, lowest-cost,
easiest form of CCS there is — taking CO2
that’s already been captured as part of the
process of extracting gas from the gas field,
and pumping it back underground” (Crikey).
It is therefore fairly inconceivable that
the technology to significantly reduce emissions will be there particularly when we need
responses to climate change now. That is to
say we are beyond the point where CCS is
a viable option and our governments need
to be focusing on funding projects that are
scaling up our renewable sector, alongside
training and retraining for those currently
in the energy sector.
Australia could rebuild its manufacturing
sector, alongside future-proof jobs, if it seriously committed to ending new coal projects.
Not doing so is dooming our planet and our
future.
We must continue to pressure the Albanese
government to put an end to fossil fuels!

REPORT:
COMMUNISTS AND
THE TRADE UNIONS
WITH ALEX GORDON
(RMT/CPB)
On the 15th October the NSW
state committee hosted a talk
by National Union of Rail, Maritime and Transport Workers
(RMT) President and leading
member of the Communist
Party of Britain (CPB) Alex
Gordon.
The talk held at the CPA’s
Sydney oﬃces was well attended
by CPA members and left-wing
union activists and oﬃcials. Alex
Gordon spoke about the struggles

facing the British union movement,
the working class, and what communists are doing to combat this.
Workers in Britain are facing a
full-scale assault, firing and rehiring has become a common tactic by
employers. The Tory government is
attempting to restrict trade union
rights further. However, workers
are fighting back, unions are taking
widespread strike action across
industries. The board left is organising demonstrations and industrial

action aiming to take down the Tory
government. He also spoke of the
tasks for communists in the trade
unions. How we must build legitimacy in the trade union movement
in the eyes of workers by showing
ourselves to be a principled and
real alternative to groups like the
Labor party. Stressing the importance of building a board working
class alliances where possible to
combat right wing elements in the
trade union movement. 

Fight for the Future
This attractive booklet is a call to action
to save our planet and humanity.
It argues that humanity is at a crossroads. The insatiable drive for profits by
capitalism is leading to irreversible and catastrophic climate change. Capitalist
governments – and the giant corporations they work for – are refusing to act on the
warnings of the great majority of the world's leading scientists.
The booklet insists that we must confront the reality that what we do now will
forever alter the course of humanity and all life on Earth. Now more than ever we
must fight for a better system.

Our lives are more important than their profits.

Order your copy today! $10 including p&p
Online: cpa.org.au/product/fight-for-the-future/
Email: info@cpa.org.au with credit card details
Phone: 02 9699 8844
Write to: CPA books, 74 Buckingham St, Surry Hills, NSW 2010
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“Horses were worth more than our lives”

VICTORIA UNDERWATER,
BUT FLEMINGTON DRY

Photo: Chris Phutully – flickr.com (CC BY 2.0)

The northwestern suburbs of Melbourne are underwater, but Flemington Racecourse remains dry. It is a
timely reminder that in the battle for
climate, there is one rule for the rich
and one for the rest of us.
The wall around the Racecourse – where
the controversial Melbourne Cup is scheduled
to be held on 1st November – was constructed
by Melbourne Water to protect it. Now, an
investigation is being launched after the
wall contributed to severe flooding, forcing
the evacuation of residents in Maribyrnong.
Victoria has been inundated with flooding
for the past week, with residents being evacuated across the state, including at Rochester
near Echuca, and a recent report suggests
that more rain might be on the way. Residents in Echuca, Charlton and Bunbartha

are being told to evacuate immediately, and
a flood warning is in place for Kerang. Shepparton, Seymour and the surrounding area
are already underwater.
The Victoria State Emergency Service
has been overwhelmed with callouts and
evacuations, and people are being housed
in temporary emergency shelters, including
in the Mickleham Quarantine facility in the
north of Melbourne. Many of those aﬀected
by the floods are now without electricity
ahead of the oncoming summer. In northern Victoria, temperatures are regularly in
the 40s.
Residents in Maribyrnong saw this disaster coming. In 2007, they campaigned
against the construction of the wall around
Flemington Racecourse. They knew that
it would make them more vulnerable to

flooding by directing water away from the
natural floodplain.
This is an issue with many layers. The
La Niña weather event means that rainfall is
higher than average across the state. Though
an event like this does occur periodically,
meteorologists suggest it can be indicative
of broader weather changes across the globe.
We have to be more strategic and climatesavvy about where and how we build. Erecting
walls around natural floodplains is neither
safe nor sustainable. There are things we can
be doing to protect flood prone areas. But
most of all, we need to take drastic measures
to combat the worst eﬀects of climate change,
already being felt across the country.
Governments have refused to take action
on climate for too long. In the capitalist world,
the voices of those like Racing Victoria, with

money and power, ring louder than the voices
of the residents of Maribrynong, whose lives
and livelihoods have been put at risk so the
ground at Flemington Racecourse doesn’t
get too muddy.
The residents of Maribrynong knew that
when they campaigned against the flood
wall. One campaigner against the wall, now
deceased, said at the time, “I am not going
to beat the racecourse because they are so
powerful, but I cannot in all conscience not
have a crack.” That man’s son said that when
the wall was eventually constructed, it left
residents feeling as though “horses were
worth more than our lives.”
We can no longer stand for a world where
there is one set of rules for the rich and
another for the rest of us. Stopping climate
change demands urgent system change. 

AUSTRALIA: THE BIG POLLUTER
Continued from page 1

JUST TRANSITION
A just transition to renewable
energy sources as quickly as possible is a priority.
“Fossil fuels are by far the biggest contributor to climate change,
responsible for 86 per cent of CO2
emissions in the past decade. And
nearly two thirds of greenhouse
gases added to the atmosphere since
the dawn of the Industrial Revolution can be traced back to just
90 fossil fuel companies. Enough
coal, oil, and gas is already under
production in existing mines and
wells today to take humanity well
beyond 1.5°C if burnt. Yet, despite
this, governments around the world
are expected to produce more than
twice the amount of fossil fuels by
2030 that is consistent with keeping
the 1.5°C target alive.” (The Fossil
Fuelled 5, The Australia Institute
(TAI))
The Political Resolution of
the Communist Party of Australia
adopted at its 14th Congress in

February 2022 states: “Capitalism is the root cause of the climate
crisis. In Australia it is diﬃcult to
diﬀerentiate between the federal
government and the fossil fuel
industry. Our local emissions may
be relatively small on the global
scale, but our fossil fuel exports
make Australia a major driver of
the climate crisis. The profits that
fossil fuel executives draw from
this destruction are used to buy
political influence, influence that’s
used to further favour coal barons
at the expense of the public. Their
pollution and environmental devastation drives climate change,
mass extinctions, chronic disease,
depletes rare earth minerals, and
threatens our supplies of food and
drinking water.”
“A planned, just transition away
from a carbon-based economy will
provide jobs, social protection, and
security to workers, as well as to
those communities most aﬀected
by the transition to a sustainable
economy. A planned transition
will ensure all climate policies are

socially future-proofed. No workers
or communities can be left behind
in the move away from carbon
culture to more sustainable forms
of living.”

WAR MACHINE
The US war machine is “one of
the largest climate polluters in history, consuming more liquid fuels
and emitting more CO2e (carbon
dioxide equivalent) than most
countries,” according to research
carried out by Durham and Lancaster University. Its emissions,
just based on fuel usage, are larger
than those of 140 countries. The
military not only destroys human
lives but all life on the planet as
we know it.
Due to a loophole in the Paris
Climate Agreement, countries are
not required to include military
emissions in their targets. Scientists for Global Responsibility
estimate that the world’s militaries
combined with the industries that
provide their equipment create six
per cent of all global emissions. The

US frequently targeted oil tankers
in Syria further releasing emissions.
The US military budget is
US$770 billion – AU$1.24 trillion.
Australia’s rapidly rising military
budget was set at AU$1 trillion over
twenty years back in 2017. Since
then, there have been additional
items added, most recently the
nuclear-powered submarines under
AUKUS. These are estimated to cost
$180 billion or more.
This expenditure hurts humanity on many fronts, not just greenhouse gas emissions and destructive
wars. It diverts resources from
social spending on jobs, education,
health services, and social security.
Australia’s kowtowing to the US
imperialism with its involvement in
the US-Australia alliance, AUKUS,
QUAD, Five Eyes, and hosting of
US bases and espionage facilities
such as Pine Gap is complicit in an
arms race and destabilising global
security.
“Peace is essential for the equitable, stable development of our
societies. It abandons the logic of

predation and substitutes it with
mutually beneficial cooperation. It
is built on and by the commitment
of individuals and peoples to determine equitable policies that ensure
the guarantee of rights for all,” the
CPA’s Political Resolution says.
“Imperialism fuels the arms
race and competition between
multinationals for the control of
resources and wealth, endless
conflicts and wars, the long-term
destruction of entire ecosystems.
This has led to the systematic reduction of working people’s standard of
living causing suﬀering and poverty
for billions of human beings.”
“Global capitalism is the antithesis of peace. Internationalism has
the political potential for citizens
and peoples, the basis of strengthened cooperation, new global solidarities in the development of rights
and freedoms, social and economic
progress and development for all
peoples, human and social emancipation, and the safeguarding of
the planet and ecosystems.” 
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THE CPC UNITES
AND LEADS THE
CHINESE PEOPLE
TO REALISE RAPID
DEVELOPMENT:
VINNIE MOLINA,
NATIONAL
PRESIDENT OF
THE CPA

Shanghai multilevel junction. Photo: Denys Nevozhai – public domain

Vinnie Molina, National President of the Communist Party of
Australia (CPA), said recently
in an exclusive interview with
a reporter from Xinhua News
Agency that the Communist
Party of China (CPC) has united and led the Chinese people
in their unceasing eﬀorts to
uphold and develop socialism with Chinese characteristics, and that as a result the
people’s living standards have
been improved in real terms.
“The CPC has won the support
of all the people of China,”
Molina said.
Molina, who has been paying
close attention to China’s development, said that under the leadership of the CPC, China’s economy
has developed rapidly and absolute
poverty has been eliminated. At
the same time, China has made
continuous progress in fields such
as space science and technology,
and the ecological environment
has been sustainably improved.
“Seeing is believing, and visiting
China in person is very important.”
With twenty-five years of experience
in the construction sector, Molina

is particularly interested in China’s
achievements in infrastructure
construction. He is full of praise
for the world-class bridges, highways, and high-speed rail facilities
China has built in recent years. “As
a [former] construction worker, I
am very happy when I see these
development achievements,” he
said. Molina pointed out that China’s commitment to putting people
and lives first in the fight against
the COVID-19 pandemic “stands in
stark contrast to practices in other
parts of the world,” where many
people have died without access to
eﬀective medical care. By contrast,
in China “every life is precious.”
Molina observed that China has
provided anti-epidemic supplies to
many countries and international
organisations, thus benefiting
very many people. China has also
made important contributions to
the world in terms of COVID-19
vaccine aid.
He thinks that China’s development is also in the interest of
people all over the world. He also
pointed out that China pursues
a national defence policy that is
purely defensive in nature, which

is in sharp contrast to the overbearing and aggressive policies of some
Western countries. In international
aﬀairs, China is committed to promoting peace, cooperation, mutual
respect, and common development.
Molina noted that the Belt and
Road Initiative, which was initially
proposed by China, has benefited
many countries, especially developing countries.
Molina believes that the CPC
has united and led the Chinese
people to achieve rapid development, thereby giving inspiration
to the rest of the world. However,
some Western media outlets suﬀer
from a serious lack of fairness
and objectivity in their coverage
of China and want to view China’s development achievements
only through their own limited
perspective.
Molina also expressed the
hope that the Australian government will make positive eﬀorts to
improve Australia-China relations.
“We should consider China as our
partner,” he said.
Xinhua News and the Ministry of
Foreign Aﬀairs of China. 

Previously, this column mentioned the role of labour parties and
social democracy as enablers to fascism. Against Fascism and
War, Georgi Dimitrov’s report to the Seventh World Congress of
the Communist International in 1935, characterised fascism in
power as “the open terrorist dictatorship of the most reactionary,
most chauvinistic and most imperialist elements of finance
capital.” It is “a government system of political gangsterism, a
system of provocation and torture upon the working class […].
It is medieval barbarity and bestiality, it is unbridled aggression
in relation to other nations.” As to social democracy: “The Social
Democratic leaders glossed over and concealed from the
masses the true class nature of fascism, and did not call them
to the struggle against the increasingly reactionary measures
of the bourgeoisie. They bear great historical responsibility for
the fact that, at the decisive moment of the fascist offensive, a
large section of the working people […] failed to recognise in
fascism, bloodthirsty, rapacious finance capital, their most vicious
enemy, and that these masses were not prepared to resist it.”
(emphasis in the original) Finance capital is characterised by a
predominance of the pursuit of profit from the purchase and sale
of, or investment in, currencies and financial products such as
bonds, stocks, futures and other derivatives – the transformation
of competitive “liberal capitalism” into monopolistic “finance
capital”; just in case you wondered why the four major banks and
their financial institution cohorts are “too big to fail.”
Meanwhile, business support for the fascists in the seat of
government in Ukraine includes the likes of Fawkner Property
Group and Rotary Australia along with the Australian Federation
of Ukrainian Organisations; In the mix will be the Organisation
of Ukrainian Nationalists – the fascist outfit responsible for the
killing of up to 14,000 Russians living in the areas of Luhansk
and Donetsk who opposed the 2014 US-backed coup that
overthrew the elected government of Ukraine. Earlier this month,
a fundraiser at the Melbourne Hyatt brought together Fawkner
Group’s Chris Garnaut, along with Ukrainian “entrepreneur”
Alex Vynokur, the founder and fund manager of the $2 billion
BetaShares, with its program around the 6000 Ukrainians who
have come here this year. (The ratcheting sound you can hear
is a rewind to the Menzies government embrace of murderous
Ukrainian Nazi collaborators following WW2.) The themes of
the Hyatt night included the raising of ultra-nationalist slogans
– honour, integrity, duty, pride. Further in that vein is Garnaut’s
take on Ukrainians, which, it turns out, is based on race: “Now
I think they are one of the nicest races of people I have had the
pleasure to meet.” The $4.4 billion fund manager emphasises his
Catholic beliefs; “I have a huge distaste for communism and the
oppression of communism”.
PARASITE OF THE WEEK: NDIS Minister Bill Shorten is already
tipping the bucket on providers to the Disability Insurance
Scheme, setting up an atmosphere of suspicion of what he calls
“price gauging.” The government intends to dismantle the NDIS
and shovel the money into the trillion dollar military budget.
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REPORT:
ANTI-POVERTY
PROTEST –
ADELAIDE
Poverty is about people struggling, and becoming sick, less
employable and ultimately
homeless, especially if survival on “jobseeker” is involved.
These were the stories of many
unemployed in Adelaide who
were protesting in Tarndarnyanggka/Victoria Square on
the International Day for the
Eradication of Poverty.
When fresh food is out of your
budget, which is the reason for
Mel’s anger, this brings malnutrition which leads to the return
of diseases like scurvy and other
infections. This amounts to punishment when no crime has been
committed.
Should anything like this
happen in any caring society with
a caring government? It is certainly
happening in Australia too often to
too many people. And in the last
election we thought we had elected
a caring government!
Another Mel, a PhD student
surviving on the minimum wage
in the cheapest of accommodation,
where safety became a real concern,
and the tenants were targeted by
the police because of their profiling practices. As a result of being
sexually assaulted by her landlord,
apart from the squalid conditions
of her accommodation, Mel made
an impassioned plea for increased
public housing.
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Carl, who obviously was seeking
dignity and autonomy, lamented
that welfare was becoming a dirty
word which he attributed to the
influence of the United States. In
fact, the “welfare system” could be
seen as “hostile,” especially because
of the often pointless “mutual obligation” requirements. In addition,
it was recommended that “the age
of independence test” should be
abolished as circumstances can
vary from person to person.
Tracy, president of the Unemployed Workers Union, explained
fear now gripped many of her members, notably as a result of the proposal for a “points system” which
could disadvantage many people
over fifty years of age. In particular,
mention was made of a $10,000
bonus payment to employers who
took on workers under thirty-five.
Under such circumstances, older
workers, especially those over sixty,
virtually become unemployable
and may be forced into crime, for
example shop-lifting, just to survive.
Quite often, these people have been
volunteers in their communities,
helping others but today they are
deserted in their hour of need.
Professionals working in the
field testify to the suﬀering many
below the poverty line endure, especially those who should but cannot
qualify for the Disability Support
Pension. Health professionals in

particular are well-aware of people
who have insuﬃcient means of
remaining healthy. Mental health,
for instance dealing with suicidal
thoughts, or dietary concerns, or
managing an eating disorder, go
unresolved because of the lack of
means to access psychologists or a
dietitian. The so-called “safety net”
was described as being more of an
“entanglement“ for people with
urgent needs rather than a means
of assistance.
At the end of the presentations,
messages were drafted to take to
the oﬃce of the Minister for Social
Services, Amanda Rishworth,
whose electorate includes many of
the southern suburbs of Adelaide,
an area aﬀected by the misguided
neo-liberal, de-industrialisation
process of earlier decades.
Those below the poverty line
would feel abandoned if it were
not for the efforts of the AntiPoverty Network and the Unemployed Workers Union supported
by GetUp. All advocate strongly
for people who fall into the poverty
trap, mostly due to no fault of their
own. This certainly raises a question for our nation: Are Australians
losing their caring society? 
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CARBON-NEUTRAL
/ˌkɑː.bən ˈnjuː.trəl/

This is a good thing, right? It means that the thing which has
been so described at least doesn’t add any more carbon emissions to the atmosphere, right?
If only. Australian Big Four bank, NAB, taking time off from its
busy schedule of charging dead people for advice, has issued
a statement about its “carbon neutral status” since 2010. Hoorah, capitalism works, I’m leaving the party! I’ll just read the rest
of NAB’s announcement first “as defined in our carbon inventory.” Oh. It turns out that NAB’s definitions in its carbon inventory,
allow the big bank’s investments to enable 3.6 billion tonnes of
CO2 between 2016-2020. That’s like me having a carbon inventory that defines my car as not counting for some reason, then
driving from Melbourne to Perth and back with the windows open
and the air-conditioning on. Actually it’s a lot worse. I think I’ll
stay in the Communist Party.
POLICE
/pəˈliːs/

Look there’s a serious conversation to be had about defunding
the police or at least doing something to stop the police force
being used as a weapon against workers and/or protestors, not
to mention the contribution various police forces around the
country have made to the horrendous Black deaths in custody
statistics, but this is a weasel word column and I’m not talking
about the actual police, but the other police.
Who? Well there’s the “morality police,” the “fun police,” and of
course the “woke police” (“woke” being another extremely weaselly word still popular with lazy bigots). These police don’t wear
uniforms, don’t arrest anyone and don’t duff up protestors. All
they do is disapprove of people that various reactionaries like.
Sometimes they take action – like the Netball Australia who no
longer wishes to be sponsored by Hancock Prospecting. Or
Essendon Football Club, which decided that, once the news was
out, that having a CEO also running a church that was quite upfront about disapproving of homosexuality and a woman’s right
to abortion. You might think Netball Australia and Essendon can
do these things if they want – and they can! Only, however at
the price of becoming “the morality police” or the “woke morality police” if you’re Matt Canavan. Weirdly, people who throw the
“police” label around mean it as an insult, but are usually fine
with the actual police putting the boot in.
CONSULTATION
/ˌkɒn.sʌlˈteɪ.ʃən/

Another thing which should always be good. You want to be
consulted over decisions that affect you, right? It’s good to be
consulted if your job is about to be changed or, worse, scrapped.
Genuine consultation is a positive thing, but the word is used so
weaselishly so often it should set alarm bells ringing every time.
All too often, consultation is treated like the Yes Minister definition of an official Inquiry – never have one unless you know
what the outcome is going to be. This is how a lot of employers
and governments see consultation – something that has to be
gone through before the employer or government gets to do what
they wanted to do anyway. Worse still, for employers, consultation can be a way of bypassing the union and wasting time with
managerial fads such as “quality circles” and “vision sessions”
instead of dealing with union representatives who have power
and knowledge.

The so-called “safety net”
was described as being more of
an “entanglement“ for people
with urgent needs rather than
a means of assistance.

Something
to say?
Write to
the Editor!

editor@cpa.org.au
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AMAZON JFK8 W
INTERVIEW WITH ONE OF THE WO
Jacob Buckner
On the afternoon of the 3rd October, a fire occurred at the sorting centre at Amazon’s
JFK8 warehouse in Staten Island, NY. The blaze started when a cardboard box
compactor at a loading dock ignited just before a scheduled shift changeover. With
fumes and the smell of chemicals still hanging in the air after the fire was doused,
Amazon ordered workers arriving for their evening shift to get to work – even after the
employees expressed concerns for their health. As a result, 650 workers entered the
break room, and another group went to the Human Resources department demanding
they not be subject to unsafe working conditions. Amazon responded by suspending
eighty workers in what labour leaders are calling a clear act of anti-union retaliation.
The incident is the latest episode in a long history of the company refusing to uphold
safety protocols, risking workers’ lives in order to secure maximum profit. People’s
World talked with David Sherwood, a lead Amazon Labor Union (ALU) organiser and
one of the workers suspended after the fire.
People’s World (PW): Could you tell
us about the fire that happened on 3rd October? You were part of the group of workers
that got suspended. How are you feeling
now, and also how are other workers feeling?
David Sherwood (DS): I am a Shift
Dock Worker at JFK8. It’s our job as palletisers to take the packages, scan them, and then
put them in their respective loading go-cart
or palette. I picked up a shift that day from
2:00 PM to 5:45 PM, just a couple of hours
to make a little bit of extra overtime. The fire
happened on the dock while I was there. Just
before 4:00, all of a sudden, the fire alarm
started going oﬀ and the lights were flashing
for the fire alarm. No one thought anything of
it because we have false alarms on a regular
basis. Our fire alarm system has been under
repair for a while, this is what the company
has told us, so we’ve been trained to ignore
it because we get these false alarms all the
time. We’re at our stations, and then in the
distance, you can hear people screaming and
it sounds like people are really freaking out.
At first, you hear it but then you see people
running, and right when I turn around, I
hear on the intercom they’re finally yelling
“Evacuate!”
PW: What was the company’s management of the evacuation like?
DS: We were standing there for probably
a good minute and a half or two minutes
before we actually got the evacuation message oﬃcially. Meanwhile, there’s a fire going
on in the building, and we are surrounded
by flammable materials like wooden pallets,
cardboard. And some of the packages have
things like weed killer or batteries in them.
That was all worrying enough. When the
actual evacuation process started, it was so
much worse.
We darted toward the nearest fire exit,
and managers actually came by and ushered
us away from the fire exit and funnelled everybody out of a single exit on the dock. If that
doesn’t break the law then I don’t know what
does, because I feel like it’s supposed to be
you go out the nearest exit. We were funnelled
out of a single fire exit that was closest to the
manager’s desk. We were outside in the rain
for about 45 minutes. The few people who
had umbrellas were trying to shelter three
or four people under an umbrella because
it was pouring. As I’m walking back to my
car, I also notice night shift people walking
into the building.
PW: Amazon did not notify night shift
workers there was a fire?
DS: The company did not inform the
night shift of any blaze; the workers were
walking in and maybe they thought it was a
drill. The company ushered everybody into
the break room. But there were also reports
from people saying that the building still
smelled like smoke. Specifically, people who
told me they were asthmatic, that their throat
hurt, their chest felt tight, and that it did not
smell good within the building.
Around 7:00 PM, a bunch of lead organisers, including myself, Derrick Palmer,
Michelle Valentine Nieves, and Tristen
Martinez all decided to go down and talk to

people. We get down there, and when you
walk in, the smell of smoke hits you, and the
fire’s out but the air quality in the building
is diminished. A lot of people in the break
rooms have no idea what’s going on, basically everybody.
PW: What were night shift workers’ reactions to finding out what happened?
DS: People were rightfully furious. They
were saying, “Why weren’t we told, why didn’t
anybody let us know? That’s why this building smells terrible.” At that point, people
became really frustrated; the frustration in
the room was peaking. We had 300 workers
sitting in the break room refusing to go back
to work. Managers at this point were using
speakers and telling people, “This section is
clear to go back to work.”
But there was no fire department on site,
so we had no idea what was making it okay
for them to clear certain areas. There were
a lot of people that were refusing to go back,
who were really upset and that’s when the
chants started. A “Send us home with pay”
chant was the first major thing, and it progressed from there. I had a video of the fire,
so I was able to send that to people, show
people on my phone, and that just really
added to people’s mistrust in Amazon. It
wasn’t even a small fire; it was an entire
trash compactor. This specific trash compactor has had issues before. Less than a
month ago, it started smoking, so Amazon
was aware that this particular machine had
issues but nothing was done. Ultimately it
went up in flames.
PW: As one of the organisers with the
Amazon Labor Union, do you think conversations centred around worker safety align
with the goals of the ALU, including for their
fighting toward oﬃcial recognition?
DS: Absolutely. Workers have said before,
“Why does it seem like there’s no fire drills
ever?” I’ve talked with one worker, and he
let me know that through his four years at
JFK8, he’s been a part of only one fire drill.
The company is completely dropping the
ball, either not doing drills or doing them
ineﬀectively. It went from people refusing
to go back to work, to chanting, to management coming over threatening people with
a time-oﬀ-task write up, meaning you’re not
working so you will get a write up. Eventually,
that turned into a wildcat strike. People did
not want to go back to work and did not feel
safe because the building smelled of smoke
and some workers had asthma.
PW: At this point, the march to the HR
oﬃce began?
DS: Yes, we led over a hundred workers
and marched to the main oﬃce, demanding
the building close and everybody be sent
home with pay. Amazon has done it before
for various other reasons, like when there’s
a building maintenance day they need. But
with an actual fire, they didn’t want to shut
the building down and send people home
with pay. Also, they are completely capable of
sending out mass communication with ease.
They send out texts on a daily basis for
shifts to pick up, they send texts on a daily
basis for surveys, and during the union

election, workers got texts on a daily basis
telling them to vote “no” for the union, but
they couldn’t send a message to workers
about a fire on site? It led to a lot of anger
from workers, and as a result, we were all
participating in collective action and we knew
our federally-protected rights.
As the night went on, the threats continued, and the management was giving really
mixed messages. The lawyer Seth Goldstein
posted the video to his Twitter account,
showing the head of HR night shift on video
saying, “If people don’t feel safe going back
to work, he encourages them to leave and
that their time will be addressed.”
But people who did leave got suspension letters. There was also an area manager
named Joe telling workers if they did not
return to work he was going to give them a
Final Write-Up, which means any other action
past that point would mean termination. All
of these threats were illegal, but it scared a
lot of people. You were put into a situation
where if you left you got suspended, if you
sat in the break room you got suspended,
and if you went to work as you were told
you were suspended.
PW: This event definitely had a major
impact. Sometimes employees think, “If I just
do my job the company will treat me well.”
But this episode seems to make it clear that
the company’s alliance is with profit and not
with the workers.
DS: No, they don’t care about us. It’s
worth noting that the warehouse in Schodack
(Albany, NY), the one that is having their
union election, ALB1, had a fire last night
caused by the exact same thing – a cardboard
compactor combusting. Sara Chaudhry, one
of the lead organisers at ALB1 said to me that
she believes one of the main reasons Amazon
closed down her warehouse is because of
the actions we as workers at JFK8 in Staten
Island did. The company did not want to
deal with that again up there. I also think the
main reason they want to keep our building
open is because we produce so much, and
we’re such a profitable building that they
didn’t want to close for any amount of time.
PW: As you said, all of these threats are
about controlling any kind of worker-led
dissent.
DS: Going over the situation with workers and calling them, almost all of the people
I’ve talked to either left and got suspended or
went back to work and still got suspended,
even after doing what they’re told. So it’s
about instilling fear, and it’s a tactic to not
have workers use their voice. At the end of
the day, it’s scaring some people, but it’s also
firing up a lot of people. It’s good that we
are getting media coverage with this event,
it puts the pressure on Amazon.
This company cannot keep getting away
with the stuﬀ they pull against workers.
People’s World 

Photo: Joe Piette – flickr.com (CC BY-SA 2.0)
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STRUGGLING TORIES VOW TO
CRACKDOWN ON STRIKES
Matt Trinder
The Tory government’s pledge
to introduce new legislation to
“keep Britain moving” is nothing
but another attack on workers’
right to strike, unions charged
today.
The warning came after Liz Truss’s
under-fire administration confirmed
rumours that it planned to force transport workers to run minimum service
levels during walkouts, making them
ineﬀective.
The draconian move, expected to
come into force next year, follows a
series of 24-hour national rail strikes
by the National Union of Rail, Maritime and Transport Workers (RMT)
and Transport Salaried Staﬀs’ Association (TSSA) transport unions, which
are demanding better pay, working
conditions and job security for their
members.
The industrial action, which has
also seen members of train drivers’
union ASLEF (Associated Society of
Locomotive Engineers and Firemen )
down tools at several train-operating
companies, has already been used by
ministers to enact legislation allowing
bosses to hire temporary agency workers to break strikes.
A government source told Sky
News: “As we have seen only too often
in recent months, it is wrong that
strikes are preventing hard-working
people and families up and down the
country from getting to work, doctors’
appointments and school.
“That is why we are introducing

this legislation, to keep Britain moving,
ensure people can get to work, earn
their own living and grow the economy.”
But Trades Union Congress (TUC)
General Secretary Frances O’Grady
stressed the proposals threaten the right
to take industrial action and called for
ministers to “stop blocking negotiations” to allow workers and unions to
reach an agreement.
She said: “[Prime Minister Liz]
Truss and her ministers want to make
it harder for workers to win better pay
and conditions – it’s a cynical distraction from their own failings.
“The changes are unfair, unworkable and incompatible with our international commitments. Trade unions
will oppose them every step of the way.”
RMT head Mick Lynch said the
restrictions will only make it “more difficult to reach a negotiated settlement”
in the ongoing rail dispute.
“We already have the most draconian and restrictive anti-trade union
laws in western Europe,” he said.
“Working people are fed up with
the government trying to make them
scapegoats for the country’s problems.”
ASLEF general secretary Mick
Whelan blasted the “stupid” legislation,
saying it would only prolong industrial
disputes.
He branded the PM, who was forced
to sack her chancellor Kwasi Kwarteng
on Friday amid market turmoil following September’s disastrous mini-budget, a “busted flush who is determined to
drive down wages” and attack working
conditions for most people.
Morning Star 

Trade Union Bill - petition delivery to 10 Downing St, London, UK, 2016.
Photo: SumOfUs – flickr.com (CC BY 2.0)

“Working people are
fed up with the government
trying to make them scapegoats
for the country’s problems.”

COMMUNIST PARTY OF IRELAND
IN BRUSSELS
Aaron Nolan
The Communist Party of Ireland
(CPI), along with other activists
from Ireland, recently received an
invitation from MEPs Clare Daly and
Mick Wallace to attend the EU Parliament in Brussels to participate in
two events. First, a film showing of
Ithaka, a documentary highlighting
the ongoing persecution of journalist Julian Assange and the eﬀects it
has had on his loved ones. Assange
was head of the WikiLeaks news
organisation which released information dealing with NATO war crimes
in Iraq and Afghanistan. Assange’s
father John Shipton was present
and answered questions from the
audience.
Second, the launch of a research paper
dealing with unilateral coercive measures
– “sanctions” – and their relevance in
international law. The panel put forward
an analysis dealing with this measures in
the context of US primacy over the world
order. As the CPI itself has previously
said, the law is but congealed politics, it
is beholden to imperialism.
The visit oﬀered the delegation an
opportunity to witness firsthand the
machinations of the European Union from
within the “belly of the beast.” There exist
over twelve thousand registered lobbying
firms in Brussels alone, with an estimated
five lobbyists swarming the city for every
MEP. In particular, the arms industry is
a key mover in Brussels. Contrary to the
notions of “critical engagement” on the EU,
the EU is a fortress of reaction, whether
it is controlled by the far-right or liberals.
While it was a great opportunity to
meet other activists from Ireland, as well

as abroad, we also availed of the chance to
meet with comrades from the Communist
movement. Portuguese Communist Party
MEP João Pimenta Lopes met the CPI
delegation. The meeting dealt with the
political environment both the Portuguese
and Irish peoples were in. Specifically, the
cost of living crisis, or more correctly, the
crisis of capitalism, and the eﬀorts of ruling
elites to promote militarism at the expense
of improving the people’s wellbeing.
There was an acknowledgment that,
in both countries, there was a noticeable
increase in anti-communism, from both
the left and right. In Portugal, reactionary forces tried to have cultural performers pull out of the PCP’s festival Avante.
Fortunately, they failed.
Next the CPI met with comrades from
the Communist Party of Greece. There
was discussion relating to the eﬀorts of
both parties to engage with the people
on the true nature of capitalism, the need
to challenge reformism in the workers’
movement. We must always be honest with
the people, rather than sell them notions
about a nicer, fairer capitalism. This makes
Communists stand apart from other left
tendencies, and precisely this that earns
us scorn from some.
In both meetings, there was a report
given on the CPI’s recent 26th Congress,
which both the KKE and PCP sent fraternal
greetings to. The role of anti-communism
in the EU parliament was noted as being a
result of the imperialist nature of the EU
itself. In particular, the role of Communists
in defending the people and representing
their interests in a time of capitalist crisis,
militarism and environmental damage.
This takes place within and without parliamentary struggle.
Socialist Voice 

European Parliament in Brussels. Photo: Andrijko Z. – commons.wikimedia.org (CC BY-SA 4.0)
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CANADA: COMMUNIST PARTY
CALLS ON TRUDEAU TO WITHDRAW
TROOPS, PRESS FOR NEGOTIATED
SOLUTION IN UKRAINE
As the war in Ukraine continues
and political tensions escalate,
the danger of an expanded conflict involving nuclear weapons is
rapidly increasing. Warning that
time is running out, the Communist Party of Canada has called
on the Trudeau government to
immediately end its involvement
in the war, withdraw all Canadian troops from the region and
press for a negotiated political
solution now.
In a statement issued at the
beginning of October, the Party
notes that the Canadian government
“sees the war in Ukraine as a proxy
war against Russia and is prepared
to finance this war until every last
Ukrainian soldier and civilian is
dead.” Finance Minister Chrystia
Freeland indicated as much during
her budget speech in April:
“[The world] can be safe only once
the Russian tyrant and his armies
are entirely vanquished. And that is
what we are counting on the brave
people of Ukraine to do. Because they
are fighting our fight […] it is in our
urgent national interest to ensure
that they have the missiles and the
money they need to win. And that is
what this Budget helps to provide.”
By supporting the war and its
escalation, Canada and its NATO
allies are complicit in setting the
stage for what could become the
greatest of all war crimes: nuclear
annihilation.
In fact, the “democratic” West
already bears responsibility for prolonging the conflict. In April, when
negotiations between Russia and
Ukraine were underway and making
progress towards a political solution,
British Prime Minister Boris Johnson directly intervened to squelch
the deal and to ramp up the war. In
the months since, thousands more
people have died, millions more are
homeless and refugees, and the war
has escalated.

“By nixing peace negotiations and
ramping up the war, NATO, the US,
EU and Canada have left Russia with
few options,” reads the Communist
Party statement. “Putin’s response
…that Russia will defend itself and
the Russian-speaking Donbas – who
have been asking Russia to intervene
to defend them against the Azov Battalion’s military assaults since the
UN-brokered Kiev Agreement was
scuppered by Ukraine’s far-right
government in 2014-15 – was entirely
predictable.”
The Canadian government – and
those of its NATO allies – could have
made a diﬀerent choice. Fully aware
of the nuclear danger presented by
both weaponry and nuclear generating stations in the war zone, Ottawa
could have stepped back and supported the negotiated settlement
that Russia and Ukraine were working toward.
Instead, Trudeau and company
made the choice to discourage a
peace deal, increase support for the
war, and send more troops, weapons
and money to Europe. They made
the choice to actively support NATO
deployments which surround Russia
with troops and weapons.
Canada chose to extend and
expand the war.
It’s a war that is, as the Communist Party points out, highly profitable
for the US military industrial complex
and for the North American oil and
gas industry. But it is not profitable for the world’s peoples, whose
organised and mobilised opposition
can stop it.
“Public opinion in Canada is
decisive to pressure the Canadian
government to step back and to press
for a negotiated political solution to
the war in Europe. The labour and
democratic movements must resist
widespread war propaganda and
demand peace. The alternative is
unthinkable.”
People’s Voice 

Justin Pierre James Trudeau, aka Justin Trudeau, is the prime minister of Canada.
Caricature: DonkeyHotey – flickr.com (CC BY 2.0) adapted from
Photo: Darren Fisher – flickr.com (Public Domain)

COLOMBIA: PRESIDENT HEADS
DIALOGUES FOR PEACE
The president of Colombia,
Gustavo Petro, headed on
Saturday, the 15th October,
the regional dialogues for
the National Development
Plan from the University
of Valle del Cauca, in the
department of Cali.
The president stressed that
these dialogues “also want
to summon those who, being
armed, can participate in the
collective design of their territory, they can know that the
one in command in that territory is not the gun, it is not
the violence or the massacre,
but the people.” In this sense,
Petro aﬃrmed that if this process works “it could lead hand in
hand with the peace commissioner, in the midst of popular
mobilisation and making the

territory a conquest of decisions of the people themselves:
the misnamed, in my opinion,
total peace.”
At the same time, the head
of state pointed out that the
changes of his government “have
to do with social justice, with
overcoming a model of decades
in Colombia, repeated all over
the world, which is called neoliberalism and which no longer
provides answers to humanity.”
On this basis, he stressed
that calling on the population is the only way to achieve
transformations in the country,
while emphasizing the need to
“ground” planning according
to the characteristics of each
territory.
Accordingly, the head of
the Casa de Nariño stated that

“all Colombia, divided into territories, is called to build this
design of what we want from the
country, exactly where we live.”
In turn, the Colombian
president added that this is an
opportunity “to articulate the
possibility of peace, together
with giving power to the people
to design what they want from
the territory where they live.”
The meeting was also attended by the director of the National
Planning Department, Jorge
Iván González; the Minister of
Mines, Irene Vélez; the Minister
of Transportation, Guillermo
Reyes; the Minister of Environment, Susana Muhamad; and
the Minister of Labor, Gloria
Inés Ramírez
teleSUR 

President of Colombia, Gustavo Petro. Photo: Departamento Nacional de
Planeación – creativecommons.org (CC BY 2.0)
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WHO WANTS TO
POLITICISE THE DISCONTENT

Cuba vigil at Sydney Town Hall, 17th September, 2022.

Enrique Ubieta Gomez
They will not confuse me. They will
not be able to confuse the people of
Cuba, who know how to distinguish
between an aﬀected person without the
necessary information, overwhelmed
by the long blackout (heat, food gone
bad, small children in the houses)
from those who try to take advantage
of their moods to turn them against
themselves, which is to say, against
the social project that protects them.
I was at Línea Street and F Street on
Saturday. It seemed to be a spontaneous
concentration of citizens demanding action
– it is true that there are bureaucrats who
hinder communication and do not move
according to the needs of the people, but by
signed and stamped indications (an oﬃcial
of a company, for example, refused to lend
the crane parked in his yard to move some
logs in the block where he lives) – but I found
something diﬀerent.
Some foreign press reporters, who are
busy building the image that imperialism
needs, was present too. It was something
that aroused suspicion because they do not
usually attend genuine acts of protest against
imperial aggressions or against wrongdoing.
At the edges of the gathering, dialogue
was possible: needs or disagreements were
expressed. But others refused and threw
garbage tanks into the street. The cameras
focused on them. There, without delay, the
true motivation of this group appeared; we are
against the system, against the government.
When they began to shout the word
“freedom,” in accordance with the code of
procedures of the soft war, the concentration was physically divided; the most, those
who came to demand the prompt restoration
of electricity, stay behind, bewildered and
immobile. The manipulators badly fulfilled
their task: to politicise the discontent in front
of the cameras.

DON’T TALK ME TO
BOREDOM, RESTORE
ELECTRICITY
Miami manages the already intentionally
thoughtless and superficial social networks,
and those who echoed their messages in
Cuba, to cut oﬀ communication; they fill the

cyberspace with lies and absurd explanations,
and intoxicate the less informed. “Don’t let
them give you any reason, demand them to
restore electricity!” they order; that is, don’t
listen to explanations, don’t admit rational
arguments.
If communication and dialogue are
broken, popular participation is limited and
the solution, hindered. Many people wrongly
believe that the way to solve their problems
is by making a fuss.
I recall one case in a neighbourhood of
the capital, from the early hours of Saturday
morning, the brigades of Green Areas pruned
the fallen trees and the branches blocking the
way, and together with the Garbage Collection Company, they sent trucks, cranes and
bulldozers to collect the debris.
There were Party and government oﬃcials on site, as it should be. Some of them
had neither electricity nor water, and even
children or bedridden people in their homes.
This work was essential for the linemen
to enter later. It was finished late. Some
neighbors helped, others distributed coﬀee
and water. But a small group stayed apart,
watching over.
When the workers and the oﬃcials were
leaving, the people who remained apart asked
when exactly the power would restored.
The electricians were already connecting
the electricity in blocks nearby, but it was
neither prudent nor honest to say an exact
time; they knew they were working nonstop. They ignored the explanation and the
eﬀort and threatened to take to the streets
to protest. Some of those people were later
in Línea Street and F Street. But that night,
as it had been planned and explained, the
power was restored.

THIS DID NOT HAPPEN
WHEN FIDEL WAS HERE...
Each message has a specific addressee.
The figure of the Historic Leader Fidel Castro
is sacred for the men and women who gave
their years of life to the Revolution. But that
statement is a laboratory construction made
to confuse, divide and hinder the continuity
of the revolutionary process.
I remember how Lenin’s figure was
extolled in the first years of Perestroika, and
how they stopped mentioning him afterwards to later demolish his statues. Or how

Chávez’s enemies began to praise him and
compare him with the new leaders shortly
after his death.
Although some non-conformist revolutionaries have naively adopted the phrase,
its real purpose is to disqualify the current
leadership of the Revolution and deny the
possibility of a continuity. This textbook
technique is called “personality assassination” and it is applied to the main leaders,
to prevent them from connecting with the
masses.
Not only is Fidel one of a kind (as friends
and enemies know, he was a genius), but
so are the historical circumstances. However, this new leadership, formed together
with Fidel and Raúl Castro, is profoundly
nurtured by Martí’s and Fidel’s teachings
and ideas.

A REPRESSIVE
GOVERNMENT,
A FAILED STATE
Demonstrating is not a crime; obstructing public roads and knocking down garbage
tanks is. The police go to the scene, but it is
the people who argue face to face with those
who try to politicise the discontent to use it
for their own agendas.
Yes, it is the people who go to the Revolution Square to take part in rallies to support
and defend the Revolution with more legitimacy than those who denigrate it, because
they represent the majority of Cubans,
whether they hold public oﬃce or not.
Most of the revolutionaries who accompanied me were among the last to have water
and electricity back, which in their case
took almost a week. Are those who receive
money from counterrevolutionary groups,
the people? Can they perhaps present themselves as defenders of the people?
The government and the institutions
are not on one side and the people on the
other. This scheme only tries to disguise
the real contradiction, on one side, those
who live at the expense of the people and
manipulate them for personal ends, and on
the other, those who defend the system of
social justice that will always prioritise the
collective welfare.
Repression? Those who surf social networks, can’t they see the meaning of that
word in the United States, in Europe, in Latin

America? “I am not interested in what happens in other countries, I am only interested
in my own,” replied an irate young man who
was talking about freedom but did not know
how to explain it when I asked him about
its meaning.
It is not admissible to ignore one’s own
deficiencies to talk about other people’s ills,
but it is good to remind those who want a
change of “system” what is happening in the
mecca of capitalism.
They want us to believe that Cuba is
a failed state, when it was the only Latin
American country that created its own vaccines against HIV/AIDS and immunised
its entire population with booster cycles
included, despite the blockade. The only
country in history that has managed to resist
for more than sixty years a criminal blockade
that intends, precisely, to make people get
tired and prefer the return of the dominators. A country that has just been hit by a
destructive hurricane and it only suﬀered
the loss of three citizens because its Civil
Defense always manages to evacuate those
in a vulnerable, risky situation.
Compared this to the number of deaths
that same hurricane caused in Florida, a
number that keeps going up even if this
hurricane, Ian, hit the country more than
a week ago. The number of deaths already
exceeds 100. Joe Biden, the president of
the richest country in the world has stated
it would take years to reverse the damage
caused by the hurricane.
An article published in The New York
Times on 23rd September, refers to Puerto
Rico – a colony of the United States – in
these terms: “In the last year, blackouts,
which can sometimes last for days, have
become part of our daily life […] However,
despite the lousy service, electricity bills
have doubled”.
That is why they are determined to
destroy what saves us, the unity of the people
and their institutions, which was evidenced
during the COVID-19 pandemic, in the
Saratoga hotel, or in the fire of the oil tanks
in Matanzas.
And that unity is possible because they
are not opposing parties, because the institutions of the Revolution belong to the people
and exist for the people.
Granma 
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US IMPERIALISM TARGETS CHINA
IN BIDEN’S SECURITY STRATEGY
CJ Atkins
US imperialism is gearing up for years
– potentially decades – of confrontation with China and angling to keep
Russia in a weakened position. President Joe Biden told the US military and
foreign policy establishment to focus
on “outcompeting China and restraining Russia,” in a new national security
strategy document.
Upon taking oﬃce, every US presidential administration issues its own national
security strategy – the new commander-inchief’s take on where the US should aim its
economic power and armed might. Biden’s
declaration, which runs to 48 pages, was
expected last December but was held over
apparently to await the results of the anticipated Russian invasion of Ukraine.
With the ongoing war between Moscow
and Kiev dominating headlines, Russia comes
in for the kind of condemnation one would
expect in a document like this one. Russia
is relegated, however, to the category of an
“acute threat” and not seen as a consequential
danger to US global dominance.
Instead, it is China on which Biden clearly
paints the biggest target. “Russia and the
PRC pose diﬀerent challenges,” the president
wrote in his introductory letter, using the
acronym for the People’s Republic of China.
“The PRC is the only competitor with both
the intent to reshape the international order
and, increasingly, the economic, diplomatic,
military, and technological power to do it.”
Essentially, the administration bemoans
the fact that China has become economically
developed, built an internationally competitive technology base, and established cooperative trade relations with many nations in
the world, especially through its Belt and
Road Initiative.
The “international order” China allegedly
challenges is the global capitalist economy
and military empire that the US has controlled without challenge since the destruction
of the Soviet Union over thirty years ago.
The main outlines of contemporary US
imperialist strategy have been apparent
for some time, especially since the Obama
administration’s “pivot to Asia.” It inaugurated the turn of US attention away from the
interventions in the Middle East that defined
the years leading up to and following 9/11.
The shift toward pinning down China
was declared in earnest by then-Secretary
of State Hillary Clinton in 2011 when she
foretold the beginning of “America’s Pacific
Century” in a seminal Foreign Policy article.
“The future of politics,” Clinton wrote, “will
be decided in Asia, not Afghanistan or Iraq.”
Tangible results of the pivot included
the drawdown of the US military’s wars
in the Iraq and Afghanistan theatres, the
regular deployment of US warships to the
Pacific waters near China, the return of US
troops to the Philippines, and the encirclement of China with a chain of air bases and
naval ports. Chinese naval operations on

and around islands in the South China Sea
provided the rationale.
Donald Trump put his own aggressive
spin on the turn against China, restricting
trade and initiating a tariﬀ war on Chinesemade goods. That was followed during the
pandemic with the peddling of COVID conspiracy theories that encouraged anti-Asian
racism and distracted from his government’s
disastrous handling of the coronavirus.

THE BIDEN DOCTRINE
Now, it’s Biden’s turn. Though his
national security strategy is a direct evolution of earlier iterations, the Biden Doctrine
is more calculated and explicit in setting the
stage for a long Cold War.
The president asserts that China has
“ambitions to create an enhanced sphere
of influence” in its region. This is deemed
inexcusable because the US already views
the Indo-Pacific area – like most areas of
the world – as its own sphere of influence.
Biden broadcasts the complaints of a
US capitalist class long peeved that China
won’t phase out socialism and open its
major industries to further foreign control
and privatisation. The document condemns
China for benefitting “from the openness of
the international economy while limiting
access to its domestic market.”
The next ten years will be the “decisive
decade,” the strategy predicts, for blocking China “in the technological, economic,
political, military, intelligence, and global
governance domains.”
The timing of the new national security
strategy’s release appears intended to accentuate the attacks on China already appearing in the mainstream media this week. The
announcement of the new national security
strategy comes just days before the 20th
Congress of the Communist Party of China
(CPC) opens in Beijing.
The most important political event in the
Chinese political calendar, the congress will
draft economic policy for the coming years,
assess and possibly recommend changes to
the country’s COVID-19 mitigation measures,
and elect the party’s leadership.
Most predictions are that the new Central
Committee chosen by the delegates will opt
to renew party General Secretary Xi Jinping’s mandate for a third term, paving the
way for his re-election as China’s president.
The move would be a break with the recent
convention of top Chinese party and state
leaders retiring after two terms.
Biden’s accusation that China is plotting
to become “the world’s leading power” adds
to an avalanche of Western press coverage
portraying Xi as a power-hungry dictator in
the mold of Mao Zedong or Joseph Stalin.
Joining in that narrative, the strategy document says that the US has “profound diﬀerences with the Chinese Communist Party
and the Chinese government.”
Pitching US policy as a struggle against
authoritarianism, China’s (and Russia’s)
“behaviour” is characterised as “a challenge
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to international peace and stability.” They are
said to be “waging or preparing for wars of
aggression, actively undermining the democratic political processes of other countries,
leveraging technology and supply chains for
coercion and repression, and exporting an
illiberal model of international order.”
While the document points to Russia’s
illegal invasion of Ukraine as an example, it
also paints China with the same brush – a
country that hasn’t been involved in armed
conflict with another nation in over forty
years. The US’ tolerance of its own autocratic allies, however – such as Saudi Arabia,
which is never mentioned in the document
– undermines the argument that the promotion of democracy is American foreign
policy’s overriding principle.
It is much more likely that Xi’s revival of
Marxist ideology in China and his apparent
determination to keep the country on the
path toward socialism are the things earning the ire of the corporate press and the US
government – not concern about democracy
within the CPC.
As mentioned, the war in Ukraine provides a convenient point for launching a
broadside against Russia, and added to the
list of oﬀences are its 2014 annexation of
Crimea, military intervention in Syria, and
interference in US elections.
By funnelling billions of dollars worth of
weapons into Ukraine – a policy which the
document pledges will continue indefinitely
– the Biden administration takes credit for
having made Russia’s war “a strategic failure.”
It celebrates the fact that the US-led NATO
military alliance has been strengthened and
expanded thanks to the war.
No mention is made of the long chain
of events that foreshadowed the conflict,
including the breaking of promises made at
the end of the Cold War not to expand NATO,
US participation in the coup that replaced
the Ukrainian government in 2014, the civil
war that has raged in that country since then,
and the ethnic oppression carried out in its
eastern regions.
Also going unsaid is that the war might
have ended in March when Ukraine and
Russia were engaged in negotiations which
Kiev was ordered to scuttle by British Prime
Minister Boris Johnson, allegedly at the
behest of the Biden administration. Similarly,
the profits that US and other multinational
oil and gas companies – along with weapons
makers – have made from the war didn’t
make the cut for the document’s final version.

PLANNING THE NEXT
COLD WAR
To guarantee a US-dominated order
and contain China, the strategy envisions a
number of specific steps. First up are major
new investments in the already bloated US
war machine.
The 2022 US defence budget broke
records, coming in at over $838 billion,
even more than Biden had requested from

Congress. The US spends more on armaments
than the next nine major powers combined,
and more than three times China. It maintains approximately 750 foreign military
bases in more than eighty countries; China
operates just five.
The president’s national security strategy
will be followed in the coming weeks by the
publication of the Pentagon’s own “national
defence strategy,” which will make the case
for diverting additional US tax dollars toward
military spending. Also expected soon is the
US’ “nuclear posture review,” a declaration of
the Biden administration’s plans for upgrading the country’s nuclear weapons arsenal.
Second, traditional military alliances like
NATO will be strengthened further, “particularly on the eastern flank.” Third, new
arrangements along the lines of the AustraliaUK-US (AUKUS) nuclear submarine pact,
which is aimed at keeping China hemmed in
in the Pacific, will be promoted and expanded.
The same will be true of regional agreements
like the Indo-Pacific Quad.
In its essence, the Biden administration’s
national security strategy is laser-focused on
fortifying the encirclement of China that the
US has been working to achieve for the past
several years. As a secondary goal, it envisions keeping Russia weak by sustaining
the fighting in Ukraine and blockading the
fragile Russian economy afterwards.
As aggressive as the administration’s
new Cold War tactics might seem, for
some warhawks, they’re still not enough.
Kori Schake, a director with the American
Enterprise Institute – a right-wing think
tank populated by capitalist ideologues –
was critical of Biden’s strategy. She told the
New York Times that the current military
spending plan of the government “does not
envision modernisation” at the needed speed.
In a Times op-ed last month, she wrote
that “the deficiency of the Biden administration’s strategy and its lack of foresight” are to
blame for supposed Chinese advances. Schake
claimed, “The [US] ships, troop numbers,
planes, and missile defences in the Pacific
are a poor match for China’s capability.”
So, the debate in Washington is between
diﬀerent shades of pro-Cold War opinion.
Other than a handful of progressives in
Congress, there are almost no voices urging
détente, cooperation, or disarmament. The
US midterm elections are an opportunity to
block the even more belligerent Republican
caucus from controlling the military budget;
but even if the Democrats hold on to power
in 2022 and then in 2024, the unacceptable
foreign policy status quo will carry on.
It all highlights the weakness of the organised peace movement and the urgent need for
the democratic coalitions to come together
to fight for progressive domestic policies
to add a progressive foreign policy to their
agendas. Every dollar spent on weapons is
a dollar not spent on health care, education,
jobs, housing, and infrastructure.
People’s World 
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CPC CHARTS COURSE FOR
MODERN SOCIALIST CHINA
IN ALL RESPECTS
Yang Sheng and Zhang Changyue
The Communist Party of China (CPC)
on Sunday unveiled its blueprint for
building a modern socialist China in
all respects for the next five years and
beyond as the 20th CPC National Congress opened.
The five-yearly meeting is the first national congress of the CPC after its centenary in
2021, when the Party led the Chinese people
to finish building a moderately prosperous
society in all respects.
“From this day forward, the central task
of the CPC will be to lead the Chinese people
of all ethnic groups in a concerted eﬀort to
realise the Second Centenary Goal of building
China into a great modern socialist country
in all respects and to advance the rejuvenation of the Chinese nation on all fronts
through a Chinese path to modernisation,”
Xi Jinping said in a report at the opening
session of the congress.
The theme of the congress is holding
high the great banner of socialism with Chinese characteristics, fully implementing the
Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era, carrying forward the
great founding spirit of the Party, staying
confident and building strength, upholding fundamental principles and breaking
new ground, forging ahead with enterprise
and fortitude, and striving in unity to build
a modern socialist country in all respects
and advance the great rejuvenation of the
Chinese nation on all fronts, Xi said.
Chinese political experts said the theoretical innovation of the CPC showed in the
20th Party Congress has global significance
as it oﬀers countries around the world which
are seeking modernisation an alternative and
an example, and in its new journey, China
will continue to uphold the great banner of
Socialism with Chinese Characteristics with
firmness and confidence.

CHINESE MODERNISATION
Xi expounded on the missions and tasks
of the CPC on the new journey of the new era.
The CPC aims to basically realise socialist modernisation from 2020 through 2035,
and build China into a great modern socialist
country that is prosperous, strong, democratic, culturally advanced, harmonious and
beautiful from 2035 through the middle of
this century.
Shen Yi, a professor at the School of
International Relations and Public Aﬀairs
of Fudan University, said that “the concept
of Chinese modernisation was raised for
the first time as one of the most important
conclusions the CPC made from its past
experiences.”
Shen said that as there is no ready-made
development path or mode for China to
directly copy or imitate, China has finally
concluded a Chinese path to modernisation
after more than a hundred years of exploration and construction since the Revolution of 1911, providing a completely new
alternative, a third choice for all developing
countries in the world which are searching

20th CPC National Congress opening day. Photo: Chinese Central Government official website http://english.gov.cn

for or struggling with their development
modes with the wish to both realise rapid
self-development and maintain sovereignty,
independence and territorial integrity.
Xi underscored the unique features of
Chinese modernisation, which he said is
the socialist modernisation pursued under
the leadership of the CPC. It contains elements that are common to the modernisation processes of all countries, but it is more
characterised by features that are unique to
the Chinese context.
Chinese modernisation is the modernisation of a huge population, of common
prosperity for all, of material and culturalethical advancement, of harmony between
humanity and nature and of peaceful development, Xi said.
Analysts said that the Chinese path of
modernisation is about common prosperity
for all, and it will be realised by the peaceful development, and from this aspect, it is
completely diﬀerent from Western modernisation, which resulted from the rise of
hegemony and based on plundering and
invading other nations, and domestically,
was based on uneven development between
diﬀerent classes and racial groups.
Chinese modernisation will be successful
together with other nations’ modernisation,
and it will create chances for other countries
to realise their modernisation and development, and it will not lecture or force others
to accept its ideology. It will not use alliance
systems to let other countries to surrender
their autonomy or be subject to hegemony,
experts noted.
Many foreign journalists shared the same
feeling as they highly value the achievements
that China gained in the past century, especially the past five to 10 years. They wanted
to explore how China accomplished these
great missions and how these experiences
could help their countries.

Abdurakhmannova Albina, a journalist
from CBC TV of Azerbaijan, told the Global
Times that the congress is not just important
for China, “but also for many other countries
around the world too,” and the most impressive part for her is that she learned the CPC
has done so much for China and the Chinese
people in just the past five to 10 years, and
she considers that it is important for her
to report this to the people of her country.
David Lopez, a journalist from Colombia’s media El Tiempo, told the Global Times
that the congress is a historic event, and it is
important for journalists like him to be here
to witness this event closely because, “we
need to let the people from the other side
of the world to understand what’s happening here” in China, and “we are interested
in [China’s] development, economy and
technologies and so on.”

FUTURE TASKS AND
CHALLENGES
Xi said that the next five years will be
crucial for ensuring that the eﬀorts to build
a modern socialist country in all respects get
oﬀ to a good start.
“Building a modern socialist country in
all respects is a great and arduous endeavour. Our future is bright, but we still have a
long way to go. We must therefore be more
mindful of potential dangers, be prepared
to deal with the worst-case scenario, and
be ready to withstand high winds, choppy
waters and even dangerous storms,” Xi said.
Zhang Xixian, a professor at the Party
School of the CPC Central Committee in
Beijing, told the Global Times that “the
potential risks that could bring “dangerous
storms” would come from the risk of war
amid profound changes the world hasn’t
seen in the past century and a potential
global economic and social crisis, and such
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as the obstacles for national reunification,
as foreign interference to support Taiwan
secessionism could bring extreme danger.”
The fundamental reason why China needs
to be prepared for the worst-case scenario
and even “dangerous storms” is that Chinese
modernisation, which is very diﬀerent from
Western modernisation, will bring challenges
to the hegemony which is now dominating
the current world order. This hegemony and
its followers do not accept that China will
succeed, because that could bring about the
end of the system they built to unfairly serve
their interests, experts noted.
So as long as China keeps developing
itself, and keeps seeking improvement for
the livelihood of the Chinese people and
puts eﬀorts into oﬀering more public goods,
like the Belt and Road Initiative, to other
countries which also want win-win cooperation, modernisation and peaceful development, the existing hegemony will impose
pressures, suppressions and even attacks
against it. This has already happened in the
past decade, referring to the US-launched
trade war and suppression against China’s
sci-tech industries, as well as provocations
and interference on the Taiwan question,
said analysts.
Xi also stressed modernising China’s
national security system and capacity and
safeguarding national security and social
stability.
“National security is the bedrock of
national rejuvenation, and social stability
is a prerequisite for building a strong and
prosperous China,” Xi said. “The Party will
take coordinated steps to ensure external
and internal security, homeland and public
security, traditional and non-traditional
security, as well as its own security and
common security.
Global Times 
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